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Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

 ElectricElements

Video Slot

95.96%

Low-Medium

Cluster Pays

656 x bet

45.93%

€0.20

€100.00

Features

- Elemental Boosters
- Element Wheel
- Free Spins

Game Info

Get ready to electrify your gaming experience with Electric Elements, the newest online 5x7 slot game from Swintt! 
With exciting features like cluster pays, elemental boosters, and 5 free spins modes, this game is sure to keep you 
on the edge of your seat. 

You have the chance to trigger the Fire, Earth, Wind, or Water boosters by filling the corresponding element meter, 
adding an extra layer of excitement to the gameplay. Capture 25 of the same symbol in a single spin to fill the 
element meter which triggers free spins with the specific symbol's power. 

Experience the thrill of electrifying wins with the Electric Elements!

Electric Elements

Elemental Boosters

Land 25 symbol wins of any symbol in one single spin to fill the element meter and trigger the 
Elemental Booster of the particular element.

Element Wheel

When the 4x4 giant wheel lands fully on the reels, the wheel will spin selecting an element at random. 
The chosen elements’ meter is filled, and its elemental booster is triggered.

Free Spins

Activate all 4 element meters in a single spin, start the free spins and 5 options are given: 

-3 Free Spins with all elemental boosters active on every spin

-6 Free Spins with Fire elemental booster active
Fire Element: A particular symbol is chosen and all occurrences on the reels will be replaced by Wild symbols

-9 Free Spins with Earth elemental booster active
Earth Element: A random number of symbols on the reels will be transformed into the same randomly chosen 
symbol

-12 Free Spins with Water elemental booster active
Water Element: An entire row on the reels is washed off and new symbols will cascade onto the reels

-16 Free Spins with Wind elemental booster active
Wind Element: All occurrences of a randomly chosen symbol on the reels are blown off and new symbols 
will cascade to fill the reels

FEATURES


